
WE SHOULD END THE
EQUIPMENT OF
OFFICERS WITH

FIREARMS.

Removing officers' firearms
would not adversely affect

the community.

Removing officers' firearms
would make civilians safer.
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Removing officers' firearms
would make police officers

safer.
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Removing officers' firearms would
make police officers safer.

 Police officers in the United
States are historically safer

today than 
they were in the 1950s. Officer safety is dependent

on minimizing the
Weapons Effect and
Firearm-Stimulated

Responses. 
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Officers in the United States are
remarkably less safe compared 
to other modern nations, with
annual US officer line of duty

deaths roughly 14 times that of
the United Kingdom, a nation that

has 90% of their police force
firearm-free.

Research suggests officers
visibly armed with

weapons  are more likely to
be assaulted.

As it's infeasible to remove all
lethal and non-lethal

weapons from officers, tasers
are an effective and
comparatively safe

alternative to firearms.  
The presence of
guns on officers
does not directly

correlate with
officers' safety. 

Despite fluctuating
officer line of duty

deaths, the presence
of firearms on

officers has remained
a constant over the

past 70+ years.
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Removing officers' firearms would
make civilians safer.
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Civilian safety is similarly
dependent on minimizing the
Weapons Effect and limiting

Firearm-Stimulated
Responses.

In the United States, roughly
1000 civilians per year are

fatally shot by police officers,
with over 40% of the civilians

shot and killed not being
armed with a firearm.  

Adjusting for
population size, the

US still has
approximately 114

times the number of
annual civilian deaths
by police shooting as
the United Kingdom.

Tasers are a comparatively safe
alternative to firearms and

provide significantly less potential
for damage should an officer-

civilian interaction turn violent.  

One potential explanation  is that since
far fewer officers in the UK carry

firearms compared to the US, civilians
are less likely to be shot and killed by an

officer. 
(fewer guns = fewer gun-related deaths)

Between 2015 and 2020,
nearly 6000 civilians in the
United States were shot and

killed by on-duty officers. 
 This figure does not account

for all  civilian fatalities. 

With fewer officers carrying
firearms, we would expect

fewer civilians to die by
police shooting.  
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Removing officers' firearms would
not adversely affect the community.
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FBI data from 2018 indicates
that of the officers that were
assaulted in the line of duty,

roughly 80 percent were
assaulted by a subject’s

body (i.e. hands, feet, arms,
etc.). Only 3.6% of officer

assaults involved firearms.

Any costs associated with ending
the equipment of officers with
firearms (such as additional

training, uniform and/or vehicle
modifications, and increased

spending on non-lethal weapons)
would be offset by the potential

savings (predominately via
reduced lethal-weapon spending,

and decreased legal fees and
liability insurance. 

In the United States, there
does not appear to be a
correlation between the
violent crime rate and

police line-of-duty deaths,
nor between the violent

crime rate and police
killings of civilians. 

There are numerous
deterrents preventing

civilians from attacking
officers in officer-civilian

interactions, including body
cameras, social restraints,
the NCIC database, as well
as severe legal and criminal

repercussions.  

If  only 3.6% of officer assaults
involve firearms and regular
patrols infrequently result in

assault (and even more
infrequently result in an

assault involving a firearm),
 there is not an apparent need

for officers to be routinely
armed with firearms.

The apparent lack of
correlation between violent
crime and police kil l ings of
civil ians is tell ing, since we

would expect a police kil l ing
of any kind to be in

response to violent crime.  

Research indicates that
relatively few officers

are assaulted while
performing regular foot

patrols.


